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1. How do I know if the surgery has received my eConsult request? 

Upon completion of the eConsult form we will only have received your request if you see a screen that tells 

you your eConsult has been submitted and provides you with a reference number. If at any point in the 

process, the eConsult system has stopped you and told you to contact St Peter’s Medical Centre or 111 we will 

not have any of your answers. Therefore, unless you take further action by telephoning us, we will not be 

aware that you need assistance. If the eConsult has told you to contact St Peter’s Medical Centre or 111 for 

more urgent assistance, but you do feel you are able to wait until the next day, please see the ‘TOP TIP’ 

section on ‘What to do if eConsult stops you and tells you to seek urgent advice’.  This outlines how you can 

go back and amend your answers enabling your eConsult request is passed through to us. 

 
 

2. What happens next? 

Once your eConsult has been received here at St Peter’s Medical Centre, your name is placed on a Clinicians 

list.  Up until 4pm Monday to Friday a member of the clinical team will check each eConsult received.  Some 

Consults may require no further intervention by you, as the clinician caries out your request, following a sms 

text, detailing what and how they have completed your eConsult.  Others may require a phone or face2 face 

appointment. The clinician will, allocate you a slot for another appropriate clinician to contact you. On most 

occasions, they will send you a text to let you know who will be in touch, as well as to invite you to come in for 

a face to face appointment.  

Please note: once you have submitted your form and it is received here at the surgery, a member of the clinical 

team will view your form and decide who will be best to help you and how quickly you need help. 

 
 

3. What happens if I can’t make the appointment that I am allocated? 

Once you have been allocated an appointment, if you can’t make this time, you can telephone reception 

who’ll be able to move your booking to a more convenient appointment within the constraints of our 

availability. 

 
 

4. What if I want to request an appointment with a certain GP or at a certain time?  

There is a box to ask if you would like assistance from a particular GP.  You can also use this to let us know if 

there are any times you are not available.  

NB:  Please however be aware that if your availability is very restricted, you may need to wait longer for an 

appointment. 

Where we are able, we will honour your requests for a particular GP / nurse. However, if your need is fairly 

urgent and that member of the team is not available for a number of days, your request will be dealt with by 

another clinician. ALSO, if you request assistance from our nurse Christine Bushell and she feels that your 

request would be better dealt with by a GP she may ask a GP to contact you instead. 
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5. How quickly will I get an appointment? 

Our commitment is to get back to you ‘by the end of the next working day’, Monday to Friday).  We may not 

however be able to resolve your request or to give you an appointment by the end of the next working day.  

We will get back to you by the end of the next working day to let you know what will happen next.  It is our 

intention to deal with requests and offer consultations as soon as possible.   However for non-urgent requests 

at busy times, you may be offered an appointment a number of days later.  (Most routine appointments are 

available within 1 or 2 weeks. Previously patients were waiting 3-5 weeks for a routine appointment 

 
 

6. What if I need help with more than one problem? 

If you have more than one problem or request that are unrelated it is better, where possible, to put different 

health problems on a separate eConsult form. For example, if you have knee pain and also hay fever, it would 

be better to complete 2 separate forms. This also applies if you need a consultation with a doctor and you also 

need help from our administration team. EConsult’s where patients put a list of needs all on one form can be 

very difficult to manage, which may result in areas of concern being missed or overlooked.  Different 

problems may be managed by different clinical teams, which may result in difficulty allocating your care 

accurately.  

 

 


